
Concerts in early summer -  June 2016 

It’s now a year since we were in South Africa on that unforgettable trip to see old friends, visit 

familiar places, and of course spend time with the ubiquitous in-laws. I’ll be coming back to that in a 

moment, but before I do, a quick resumé of three concerts I conducted recently.  

The first, with a chamber orchestra made up mostly of principal players from the Nice Philharmonic, 

took place in the olive grove that is Danny and Lillan Wyler’s garden at Chateâuneuf de Grasse (aka 

C9). The balmy early summer evening dictated absolutely that we play outdoors before an 

appreciative gathering of that particular ilk known to the French as mélomane. Just to give you a 

sense of the elegant yet agreeably relaxed sense of occasion, here are scenes of the preparations, 

outside and in : 

 

 

Note the sleeping dog? Even the Warlock Capriol suite failed to wake him! 
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Still better - do you spy the date over the lintel? 

 

 

Here’s the view from the garden - olive trees graciously festooning les collines grasseoises, which roll 

away in a perfect backdrop, adorning our summer’s evening music-making : 
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The Wylers, famous for their hospitality, provided an unforgettable follow-up to the concert. I’m not 

entirely sure some people remember everything, but let’s not quibble over details. Here is the 

concertmaster of the Nice Philharmonic, with her colleagues, each on his/her impeccably best 

behaviour, as you can see : 

Don’t tell me it’s because they’re French, because they’re not. Except for Magali (principal viola), 

standing (?) next to Volkmar (German : principal second violin), they’re Johnny foreigners : Vera 

(Czech : concertmaster), and Zela on the left of the picture (American : principal cello).  

Meanwhile, the example of sobriety… 
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Fortunately, some of us managed to retain a vestige of dignity, at least until after the piccies had all 

been taken : this one shows good friends and music-lovers, the Gelbers, plus Kate Cobb, Présidente 

of the association loi 1901 Ristretto, seated to my left. 

Which leads us forward into the next two concerts – this time with the ensemble vocal Ristretto (in 

which Kate sings). Following a theme not dissimilar to the concert at the Wylers, we did Delius’s To 

be sung of a summer night on the water. Having programmed the Warlock Capriol suite plus 

Vaughan Williams Oboe concerto at the Wylers, I suppose we’d put a peculiarly English stamp on the 

summery theme. Please don’t think me a cowpat-treader, but the Mediterranean summers we 

experience down here have a quite different magic from the heady northern European variety at its 

rather infrequent best. For us, summer means air-conditioning during the daytime to survive the 

intense heat (especially when working), and then far too much rosé with supper (who’s 

complaining?).  

Best by far, though, is to be down by the sea at night, to savour the balmy breezes….. 

Verdi’s Simon Boccanegra, at the beginning of Act I proper, where the tranquil night-time sounds of 

the Mediterranean lapping at the shore (actually it’s the Adriatic, but it amounts to the same), the 

rustling of leaves and the cicadas in the pines are suggested by a trio of piccolo, flute and clarinet 

with high divisi violins. Possibly inspired by Mozart’s winds in Susanna’s Deh vieni, non tardar or 

perhaps Batti, batti, the coup de grâce comes as the full orchestra enters softly, the clarinet delving 

into its rich, plummy chalumeau register. The sleepless Amelia turns towards the sea to greet the 

breaking dawn……. Oh God, how ever could a mere mortal write something quite so sublimely 

evocative and, in typical Verdian manner, ennobling - all in the same breath, as it were? 

Well, down here at least during the very early weeks of summer everything is still reasonably green, 

and the evenings cool enough to think of Delius or Vaughan Williams. The Oboe Concerto of VW is a 

masterpiece, and I have François Meyer to thank for introducing me to it. We’ve done it a couple of 

times together, as well as the more well-known Strauss, but truth to tell the VW gets the brownie 

points in both of our books. 

No problem with Delius either – one of my favourites. Those choral pieces, which I remember 

singing with the late Richard Hickox just after he came down from Cambridge (rehearsal 
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accompanist : an equally green-behind-the ears John Rutter), are little sods for maintaining decent 

intonation (which is why we needed JR, even given a professional choir) and by the second concert 

in the Nice anglican church (Holy Trinity – see below) the amateur Ristretto ensemble had pretty 

much nailed it. I actually suspect the pieces were so tough from that point of view that Delius later 

got his amanuensis, Eric Fenby, to transcribe them for string orchestra as Two Aquarelles. I’ve done 

them in both versions, and where the orchestra was slightly underwhelmed, the choir was very 

positive in its reaction, despite the difficulties. Gideon Levingston, already mentioned in despatches 

for having come to see us at Wexford, sang the redoubtable tenor solo in the second one excellently. 

I couldn’t resist pointing the audience towards the textual subtleties – the first piece being sung 

entirely to “ah”, while in the second the soloist sings “lala” throughout, and the chorus, not to be 

derailed, steadfastly maintains “ah” to the bitter end. 

How terribly funny one can be sometimes….Susie clobbered me for it afterwards in the car. 

In the same programme we also tackled – with a little less distinction it has to be said – Schumann’s 

Vier doppelchörige Gesänge. One of the highlights being the final setting of Goethe’s Talismane, 

which is nothing like the better known one from Schumann’s Myrthen cycle, but nevertheless every 

bit as effective. I adore Schumann anyway, and we’re doing the choral set again at the Journées de 

Citoyennneté et Patrimoine in September – the day before I pop over to Wexford – along with Figure 

Humaine of Poulenc. (Now if you want something really difficult, look no further) 

Also included in the programme was my arrangement of Lahnstein am Rhein (yes, of course you 

know it well) which I cobbled together for the city of Vence, where I once conducted a choir called 

Syrinx, back in 1994. Digging the score out for our first Ristretto rehearsal, I saw that the dedication 

read : 

Der Stadt Lahnstein gewidmet anlaesslich des 25. Geburtstages des Partnerschaft mit der Stadt Vence. Zum 

ersten mal vorgetragen vom Ensemble Vocal Syrinx am 5. April 1994  

which really tells you all you need to know, except that I’d larded the arrangement with quotations 

from Wagner’s Ring. To my utter dismay, despite the hall being crammed with the good citizens of 

Warming up in the church beforehand 
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Lahnstein-on-Rhine, nobody present appeared to recognise a single quotation, and the jokes fell flat 

as Shrove Tuesday pancakes plopped on a plate. Possibly those grim faces were a case of “a 

Cherman choke iz no laffing mittah” but sadly I rather think pure ignorance was more like the cause. 

Anyway, at the recent concert in Nice several members of the original Syrinx came along to listen, 

including a couple who had sung at the Uraufführung in Vence! 

Well, that was in Holy Trinity anglican church Nice (consecrated 1862), and attractive as it is, you’ve 

probably had quite enough ecclesiastical architecture thrust down your throats of late (previous blog 

entirely devoted to St. Paul’s Cathedral) so I suggest a bit of a change to lighten things up a bit. 

How about a supermarket? 

  

 

 

Actually, not only a change of venue – more than that – a change of hemisphere. This is South 

Africa’s leading supermarket chain, kind of equivalent to Tesco or Carrefour. We’re in Cape Town 

again, where the city’s establishments range from supermarkets to traditionally posh girls’ schools : 
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You’ll be tickled to know that Capetonians affectionately refer to the latter by using the name of the 

former – all part of the local sense of humour. It was good to be back there and catch up with the 

title-tattle, particularly from Susie’s old ballet chums, who like her are all undergoing surgery for 

wrecked cartilages.  “If God meant you to be a dancer he’d have made you with a turnout – now 

bugger off out of my surgery.” 

Although some of Susie’s male ballet dancer colleagues might not have taken this advice amiss, she 

felt it was a bit harsh, coming as it did from her GP. Luckily the doctors here in France are a lot more 

tolerant, and she’s been pretty well looked after by the social system. France still has the advantage 

over most European countries where medical care is concerned, so it’s kind of sad to see the 

disarray into which the UK for example has fallen. Don’t let’s even talk about South Africa – the 

country where Christiaan Barnard pioneered the world’s first successful heart transplant surgery at 

Groote Schuur (the Big Barn), impressively situated on the slopes of Table Mountain.  

 

Ironically enough (considering the aforementioned GP’s attitude), the Cape Town ballet school sits 

cheek by jowl with the university’s medical faculty, so a lot of the girls ended up marrying doctors. 

Susie in fact knew Christiaan Barnard and his wife Barbara quite well. Being a bit of a lad, the great 

surgeon had his eye on her – to the extent that one of Susie’s employers (no names, no pack-drill) 

used to lock her up in the loo to hide her away whenever Barnard came to the premises on some 

pretext or other. Those were the days! 

Whether or not there was a direct correlation between Table Mountain and the medical profession, 

I’m not clear, but many of the doctors who climbed its slopes regularly had female ballet dancers in 

tow. One of Susie’s medic acquaintances, an anaesthetist, had a dog called JC, whom he had rescued 

from being put down (actually fished him out of the gas oven – thus the monicker of course). And it 

was Susie who eventually dragged me kicking and screaming up the mountain one fine Sunday 

morning, after which you couldn’t keep me off it. I used to make a good two ascents a week. Even 

when I look at it now, something comes over me – must be some primeval urge or pagan influence. 
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This is the Nico Malan opera house, where we both worked back in the 1970’s, and where I 

conducted my very first operas. It’s now called Artscape, and you’ll see it has gone a bit glitzy, as the 

finger-snappin’ new name suggests. 

There were some pretty amazing South African singers around at the time – all white, of course – 

like Joyce Barker, Mimi Coertze, Larry Folley (who became a dear friend), Hans van Heerden, Nelly 

du Toit. When I was in Cape Town the barriers were being slowly dismantled however, and we had 

some Cape coloured singers in the chorus, among whom was Sidwill Hartman, who made himself an 

international career. In fact he sang Calaf in Puccini’s Turandot at the Nice Opera years later and 

came round to us for dinner – something that could have been tricky in South Africa under the 

apartheid regime (but not impossible if you were clever). 

Conversely, about the absurdest thing I can remember was conducting Show Boat at the Nico with 

an African-American black singer imported for the occasion from the Staatsoper Berlin, in the part of 

Joe (Ol’ man river). South Africa is currently pouring forth a succession of wonderful black voices 

which perform all over the world, and of course the potential was there all the time, yet stupidly 

surpressed.  

(I suppose one should be thankful that Joe wasn’t cast as a blacked-up whitey…) 
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Another apartheid absurdity that might amuse you was that Japanese people were classed “waht” 

and Chinese as “blick” – all nationalities were classified one way or the other by law. And how about 

this ludicrously segregated post-office?  

 

And this? (Oops!) 
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Of course there were some up yours moments, but defiant gesture or not (very possibly, because 

black people were generally denied a decent education, she wasn’t able to read) such things would 

inevitably end in tears. One consolation, I suppose - a whitey sitting in a compartment reserved for 

blacks would cop it too – so at least there was no discrimination on that score. The jails were doing 

good business. 

Food for thought : here’s a direct quote from the International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs - 

South Africa's total population is around 500 million, of which indigenous groups are estimated to 

comprise approximately 1% 

One per cent…. 

yes, you read that correctly. 

Entitlement, Affirmative Action, and Taking our Country Back are naïve, simplistic notions, as was 

the misguided regime of the Afrikaaner which preceded them. Dreadful things have been 

perpetrated in the name of dogma – some indeed religiously inspired – so it is sheer stupidity to 

replace one set of dogmata with another, especially when based on fundamentally flawed or at best 

suspect assumptions.  

When Mandela was released from jail by de Klerk, the tiny minority white population in rural 

communities was largely armed to the teeth, whereas the overwhelming majority black population 

was unarmed. Conflict seemed inevitable, and it takes no imagination at all to envisage the 

bloodshed that mercifully didn’t happen, but logically should have. The hand-over was brilliantly 

managed by Mandela, who opened the road to the future, and a bright new dawn for South Africa. 
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Not much by way of a bright new dawn here – two old codgers chewing the fat in a little town called 

Darling, north of Cape Town. The one on the right is 90 with a razor-sharp brain, and was boss in 

Cape Town to the addle-pated 71-year-old at the other end of the sofa. David Tidboald was 52 when 

he engaged me as his assistant at the Opera, so that must have made me 33. David conducted the 

10th anniversary of the CAPAB orchestra (apartheid South Africa was full of ghastly acronyms – 

probably easier for an Afrikaans/English bilingual country. I won’t even tell you what CAPAB stood 

for. Oh, all right then : Cape Performing Arts Board) which included Mozart 40 and the Liszt Faust 

symphonies. I remember because I played the organ in the Liszt – but what really stamped itself 

indelibly on my consciousness was that David conducted and rehearsed both works entirely from 

memory.  

His retention of complex scores is phenomenal (the Liszt particularly is a bit of a monster) and when 

he and his partner Tjaart were visiting us some five or six  years ago he happened to ask what I had 

coming up. “I’m conducting the Richard Strauss Metamorphosen with the Wiener Concertverein at 

the Yehudi Menhuin festival in Gstaad” I replied, hoping to impress.  

“OK – wanna go through it?” he asked. I should have known better than to mention it – he had every 

bar of the complex 30-minute score at his fingertips and sat with me for an entire morning going 

through it. He made me decide exactly how I was going to handle the myriad transitions, the exact 

tempi, what needed to be brought to the fore amongst the 24 densely distributed contrapuntal 

lines, how I was going to start it,  how to finish – in short everything! I felt quite drained. 

My job in the Wexford opera festival obliges me to audition around 300 professional singers each 

year as possible candidates for the chorus and secondary principal roles - I’m totally immured for a 

week. As a result I’ve become quite used to the process, but certainly wasn’t in the days of working 

for David. Believe me, auditions can be almost as stressful for the panel as for the candidates. Let me 

tell you a story about one girl we heard in Cape Town - not so much her singing, but because of what 

happened when she’d finished. She broke down in tears, rushed off the stage and flew through a 

door, which she slammed shut behind her, sobbing uncontrollably…. 

Problem is, she’d chosen an offstage cupboard, and no amount of cajoling would get her out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


